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A test case for preservation and 
digitization: 
The Daily Mail Historical Archive
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Sourcing archival material
Image Capture
OCR
Metadata
XML
QA



The source of 

Gale’s Daily Mail 

Historical Archive



 There is no single edition!

 Content is usually similar, but 
“local” advertising, story selection 
will differentiate each edition.

 Digitizing all editions, while 
valuable is expensive

 Bringing all editions to a research 
environment can be messy

 Alternate editions can often be 
used to fill gaps in coverage of 
your chosen edition

Which Edition?



Balancing priorities of 
preservation and access

 Unique version of the newspaper 
published on board the Atlantic 
liners that carried passengers 
between the UK and New York. 

 The only known set of these 
issues is held in the Daily Mail 
offices, and it had long been 
forgotten and subject to water and 
rodent damage 

 We decided to include these in the 
project for preservation purposes –
otherwise they would have been 
genuinely lost to history. 



SCANNING FROM MICROFILM

Working with the source material: challenges and opportunities

SCANNING FROM ORIGINAL
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 Many newspapers have been 

microfilmed, as part of 

preservation efforts from the 

1960s onwards. 

 Digitising from microfilm is 

cheaper and logistically easier 

than scanning physical copies

 Although it does mean that you 

will only get black & white images.

 Allow you to create high-quality 

colour images using the latest 

scanning technology

 it requires a VERY understanding 

source library to allow you to 

handle the bound volumes. 

 For optimal results, you need to 

be able to dis-bind the volumes to 

avoid getting curvature on the 

image.

SCANNING FROM ORIGINALSCANNING FROM MICROFILM
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Working with the source material: challenges and opportunities



Image courtesy of www.zenfolio.com

Image Capture

 Higher DPI = higher clarity, but it 
also means large file sizes and 
slow load times.

 For Daily Mail, we used the LOC 
guidelines of 400dpi, a balance 
between readability and file size.

 For more intricate documents like 
mediaeval or scientific 
manuscripts, we may scan as high 
at 1,200dpi in order to permit close 
viewing of marginalia, ink and 
script details, illustrations, etc.

http://www.zenfolio.com/


GREYSCALE

Image options: focusing on the reading experience

BITONAL
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 Bitonal: B/W scan provides 

high contrast but can hinder 

images and illustrations

 Grayscale: permits subtlety 

of tone and shades but can 

pick up grain from paper

 Bitonal is regularly used for 

historic newspapers but the 

Daily Mail project forced us 

to reconsider, based on 

when photographs first 

appear.



GREYSCALEBITONAL
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 The Daily Mail becomes 

increasingly more illustrated 

throughout the 20th C.

 Bitonal is used up to 1962, 

when color and true halftone 

photographs began 

appearing more regularly.

 Users will notice a contrast 

in the way the images 

appear either side of this 

date.

Image options: focusing on the reading experience
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Optical Character Recognition

 The quality of the OCR text usually 
says more about the condition of 
the original materials than it does 
about the performance of the OCR 
software.

 Typically, older newspapers 
produce much less satisfactory 
results than modern ones.

 Wartime newspapers noticeably 
produce poorer results than 
adjacent periods of history; 
especially ‘bleed-through’ of text 
from the other side of the page.

http://www.explainthatstuff.com/


How accurate is your OCR?

 The word ‘accuracy’ is misleading; OCR software works from a confidence
rating, and NOT true accuracy

 The software calculates a confidence level from 0-9 for each character it 
detects, but does not know whether a character has been converted correctly 
or not. 

 The Daily Mail Historical Archive had a team of over 400 people creating and 
reviewing the data for the archive, but with over 1.2 million pages to digitise 
and convert, it was not physically possible to clean up the OCR for every 
article.

 Typically, only small-scale or crowd-sourced digitisation projects have a 
realistic opportunity of producing 100% perfect OCR.

WHAT DOES “ACCURACY” REALLY MEAN?



Who?
(George Gordon)

What?
(Article Title: 5AM: Bush Stops War)

(Article Type: News)

(679 words)

Where?
(Daily Mail, London, England)

(Page 1)

(Issue  29, 453)

When?
(28 February 1991)

High quality metadata makes it 
much easier to find the specific 
types of information a 
researcher is looking for, and to 
place effective parameters and 
filters around a search query, 
such as date ranges limited to 
specific article types.

METADATA



<wd pos="547,1273,622,1298">From</wd>        
<wd pos="638,1271,784,1297">WALTER</wd>        
<wd pos="799,1272,890,1299">FARR</wd>        
<wd pos="906,1273,989,1303">(Daily</wd>        
<wd pos="1004,1273,1065,1299">Mail</wd>       
<wd pos="1080,1272,1182,1303">Special</wd>        
<wd pos="1199,1273,1412,1304">Correspondent)</wd>      
<wd pos="1446,1286,1649,1318">Washington,</wd>       
<wd pos="1668,1288,1766,1319">Friday.</wd>        
<wd pos="574,1325,802,1367">BRITAIN,</wd>        
<wd pos="831,1328,894,1362">the</wd>        
<wd pos="925,1326,1058,1362">United</wd>        
<wd pos="1087,1328,1214,1369">States,</wd>        
<wd pos="1239,1328,1366,1372">China,</wd>        
<wd pos="1394,1331,1529,1373">Russia,</wd>        
<wd pos="1553,1333,1624,1368">and</wd> 

XML 
 Creating XML is by far the costliest 

and most labour-intensive part of any 

digitisation project.

 Word coordinates are essential to hit-

term highlighting and zoning of article 

copy.

 DTD defines the data structure for 

the archive, outlining a list of 

permissible legal elements and 

attributes. 

 All data that is captured for a project 

must fit the DTD, or it does not pass 

verification – there are no 

exceptions.



Quality Assurance

 Article zoning and segmentation 
defines the borders of each article, 
page property, section property, 
etc. 

 “Clip” view allows users to see 
article segmentation through 
highlighting

 Manual QA is used to ensure 
segmentation is accurate and that 
article split points are correct.
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TEXT DATA MINING – driving new 
insights from traditional content



 Users can search for and 

find individual documents, 

create a bibliography, save, 

send, etc.

 OCR text of each document 

can be analyzed with open 

source tools like Voyant, etc.

Metchnikoff, M. El. "Researches on Cholera." 
Public Health, The Journal of the Society of 
Medical Officers of Health, vol. [VII], no. [78], 
1894, p. 38+. Nineteenth Century Collections 
Online, 



 Italy

 Budapest

 Russia

 London

 Chile

 Cagliari

 Gibraltar

 Japan

 Madrid

 Hungary

 Switzerland

 Belgium
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 Research tools vary by levels of 

complexity, usability, access, and 

support.

 Clean data ensures that each of 

these algorithms are starting with 

the least number of errors.



Text and data mining Eighteenth Century based on ESTC & 

ECCO

COMHIS Collective

BSECS Conference 2017, Oxford

http://j.mp/comhis-bsecs

Text Data Mining (TDM) format: start with clean content



Digital Humanities ask different things from a text



Close Reading vs. Distant Reading

Close Reading – Traditional Scholarship

Distant Reading – Digital Scholarship
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